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Italian count
outed as buyer
of cut-price
Luggala estate
Colin Coyle and John Burns
The American wife of a secretive Italian
count has set up a company named
Luggala Estate Ltd, raising speculation
that they are the new owners of the
5,000-acre Co Wicklow estate.
Carolyn Dolgenos, a psychotherapist
who is married to financier Count Luca
Rinaldo Contardo Padulli di Vighignolo,
became a director of the newly formed
Irish company in July. The 59-year-old
gave an address in Cambridge.
Luggala Estate Ltd has yet to file
accounts but its constitution states the
company was established to operate as a
holding company.
Padulli, who is thought to be one of
Britain’s richest men and owns thousands of acres in Norfolk, did not respond
to requests for comment. He and
Dolgenos married in London in 1995.
Luggala was placed on the market in
February 2017 by Barbican International
Corporation, a Guinness family trust. It
declined to comment last week. The corporation announced in August that the
Luggala estate had been bought in full.
The purchaser was said to be a private
individual based overseas.
The corporation did not reveal the sale
price but the speculation in property
circles is that it was about half the initial
demand of €28m.
Padulli, 64, has been described as a
“ground rent tycoon”, having bought up
freeholds of millions of homes, which
resulted in enormous income from
ground rent.
He lives in a 16th-century moated
manor house, with a 4,500-acre estate, in
the village of Barton Bendish in Norfolk.
Villagers there have claimed he is active
in the community, hosting an annual
fireworks display and opening his gardens each summer.
In 2017 one neighbour told The Times:
“He is a lovely guy as well as being a
fantastic businessman. He loves the
village and getting involved. He is always
busy and rushing around.”
Padulli particularly endeared himself
to locals by buying the village pub, the
Berney Arms, to save it from closure. He
is known as an important art collector,
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and two years ago sold a collection of
drawings by Michelangelo, Rubens,
Degas and Goya to California’s Getty
Museum for $100m (€90m).
The count comes from a noble
Milanese family that owns farmland in
Lombardy. Padulli chose finance as a
career, and obtained a doctorate in
economics. He worked for Chase Manhattan Bank and Paribas, before moving
to the UK in 1978 and setting up his own
investment firm in London. He
co-founded the Camomille Associates
hedge fund, which reportedly once had
assets of £2bn (€2.3bn).
Padulli’s usual privacy was breached
in court records in 2006 after he accused
his wife of unlawfully taking their threeyear-old son to New York. The couple settled the dispute and his wife and son
returned to the UK.
Carolyn Dolgenos was arrested in New
York in 1996 with her two pedigree
bichons frises, which were off the leash in
Central Park. At the time the city authorities were fining dog owners who did not
have their dogs on a lead, but there was
organised flouting of the law. According
to newspaper reports, Dolgenos had to
be wrestled into submission, taken to a
police precinct and handcuffed to a
bench for 45 minutes.
After Luggala was placed on the
market in February 2017, there were calls
for the state to acquire part or all of its
5,000 acres for public recreational use.
The executive council of the Irish Congress of Trade Unions wrote to heritage
minister Josepha Madigan saying it was
“vital” that public access through the
estate was maintained.
Madigan replied that her department
would consider buying it only if the asking
price fell into a certain range “or in the
context of a donation or bequest”. She
wrote to the vendors saying she hoped
access to a popular walking route would
continue under any new ownership.
It has also emerged that Roderic
O’Connor, who lives in a property on the
estate, is suing Barbican International
Corporation in the High Court. The case
was filed on October 4. Both O’Connor
and Barbican declined to comment on
the case.

Luggala, once
owned by the
Guinness family,
is now thought to
belong to Count
Luca Rinaldo
Contardo Padulli
di Vighignolo,
left, a Milanese
nobleman who
owns thousands
of acres in
Norfolk

Thompson comes to aid of waiter
suspended for poor selfie etiquette
Grant Tucker Arts
Correspondent
It is a modern dilemma that
has faced many a starry-eyed
fan when confronted with
their favourite celebrity: is it
appropriate to ask for a selfie?
For one unfortunate man
last week the desire for a
celebrity snap proved
irresistible — and nearly cost
him his job.
A senior waiter at Brown’s,
the five-star hotel in London’s
Mayfair, was so overwhelmed
when he saw actress Emma
Thompson and a group of
celebrity friends dining last
Saturday that he broke
protocol and asked for a
photograph with them.
Thompson, 60, who was
made a dame in 2018, politely
declined, explaining that she
did not want to impose on
her guests and the dejected
waiter went back to work.
The next day, however, he
was suspended.
A more diligent student of
Thompson’s career would
have known that she, like
many stars, has an aversion to
selfies at the dinner table.
The Oscar-winner, who
starred in Love Actually and
Nanny McPhee, said in a 2014
interview: “I wouldn’t dream
of taking a selfie with anyone.

Thompson poses on the red carpet — but not at dinner table
God almighty. That’s to take
narcissism to its unspeakable
extremes. No, get a life
everyone.”
Rocco Forte Hotels, the
owner of Brown’s, said it had
“a strict policy of respecting
guests’ privacy”.
Last night, when
approached by The Sunday
Times, Thompson was
horrified to learn that the
waiter had been suspended.
She immediately rang
Brown’s and asked them to
reverse the decision. It is not
known whether her
intervention had any effect.
Brown’s said: “Caring a
great deal for the privacy and
wellbeing of both team

members and guests, we are
unable to make further
comment on this matter.”
The rise of the selfie has
inflicted a sort of plague on
celebrities who have begun to
fight back. While many stars
are happy to join the fun
when on the red carpet, they
are reluctant to allow
day-to-day intrusion.
Dame Maggie Smith, 84,
reportedly refuses
photograph requests and
once said in an interview:
“What’s awful is it used to be
just autographs but now
everyone wants photographs.
Nobody’s private any more.”
Young stars also seem to be
buckling under the burden of

being asked to pose and say
cheese too many times.
Justin Bieber, 25, put out
a statement in 2016 saying
that he felt like a “zoo animal”
and would no longer take
photographs with his
teenybopper fans.
As a former actress, the
Duchess of Sussex was used
to selfies when she joined
the royal family. The Queen,
however, appears to find the
trend saddening. She is
reported to have told one
dignitary that she “missed
eye contact”.
Prince Charles, too, is said
to have told friends that he
gets irritated at the hundreds
of camera-phones shoved in
his face.
Brown’s, established in
1837, has long been a haunt
for the rich and famous.
Notable guests have included
Oscar Wilde and Agatha
Christie. Perhaps it is best
known for being the location
of the first successful
telephone call in Europe,
made by Alexander Graham
Bell in 1876.
Its owner, Sir Rocco Forte,
is a Conservative Party donor
and held a £12,000 (€13,600)
gathering at the hotel for
Boris Johnson when he was
made British prime minister.
@granttucker

Dash of turmeric key to beating superbugs
Andrew Gregory
Turmeric is a 5,000-year-old
spice purported to have
wondrous health properties.
Now scientists have found it
could also help stop the
world’s biggest health threat:
superbugs.
Antimicrobial resistance is
killing 700,000 people a year
and is predicted to cost 10m
lives annually by 2050.
Widespread use of antibiotics
means they are losing their
ability to kill the germs they
were supposed to conquer.
Scientists in the UK and

Germany have developed an
antibiotic-free approach to
tackling superbugs.
Using nanocapsules of
curcumin — the plant
compound that gives
turmeric its bright yelloworange colour — and other
natural ingredients, they have
successfully “disarmed” one
of the world’s most
dangerous superbugs,
helicobacter pylori.
Scientists at the
universities of Leeds,
Münster and Erlangen
bundled together billions of
capsules containing

curcumin. The nanocapsules,
each 250 times thinner than a
human hair, are coated with
lysozyme, an enzyme that
helps prevent bacterial
infections, and dextran
sulphate, a carbohydrate.
Crucially, the new
approach does not seek to kill
the superbugs, because this
can promote the emergence
of resistant strains of the
bacteria. Instead, it simply
covers the bacteria with an
“anti-adhesion” coating,
disabling its ability to stick to
stomach cells and cause ill
health and even death.

Although their new
formulation has, so far, been
tested only in the lab,
researchers say the study
results, published in the
journal ACS Applied Bio
Materials, show it is effective.
Turmeric has already
demonstrated antioxidant,
anti-inflammatory, anticancer and neuroprotective
properties in lab and animal
studies. But most experts
believe that there is still
insufficient evidence that it
can be useful for humans,
because few human trials
have been completed.
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Hospital orders
Chinese cameras
banned in the US
Justine McCarthy
Surveillance cameras capable
of facial recognition have
been ordered for the €1.73bn
national children’s hospital,
using technology from a
Chinese company that has
been banned in America for
alleged spying.
Privacy and child
protection experts say that
the CCTV cameras raise
concerns about consent and
data protection. Sweden and
France have banned facial
recognition cameras
in schools.
The system being installed
is made by Hikvision,
officially known as Hangzhou
Hikvision Digital Technology
Co, which is also accused of
spying on persecuted Muslim
minorities in China.
The National Paediatric
Hospital Development Board
said fewer than 3% of the
cameras would be capable
of high-definition facial
recognition and it had not yet
decided if the system would
be used. The board said:
“This decision will be taken
nearer the opening of the
hospital by Children’s Health
Ireland and will be fully in
line with Irish and European
data protection and privacy
legislation and guidelines.”
IPVM, an independent US
authority that researches
surveillance, said the hospital
board did not disclose
camera counts or pricing
in response to a request it
made under freedom of
information legislation.

It said: “We estimate in the
range of €1m for the project,
including at least hundreds of
cameras.”
James Lawless, Fianna Fail
spokesman on science and
technology, said he had
previously questioned the
installation of Hikvision
cameras at Leinster House
and in garda stations.
“We are a prime target for
international espionage and
industry sources tell me we
are like Cairo in the Cold
War,” Lawless said. “The
use of these cameras
throughout the houses of the
Oireachtas means all visitors,
lobbyists, members and
guests are being logged every
second as they go about their
business.
“Given what we have seen
elsewhere, including the ban
on this brand in US federal
buildings, I think it’s prudent
to ask the question. For
example, are they on a
closed-loop or are images
being relayed back through
central servers outside the
jurisdiction where they could
later be compromised?”
Rossa McMahon, a solicitor
with an interest in data
security, said facial
recognition technology was
“somewhat unregulated and
very much a hot topic”.
“The board say they’ve
bought the kit but might not
use it, which really isn’t good
enough. It’s very expensive
technology and if they don’t
use it, it will be an awful
waste of money. It doesn’t
make sense,” he added.
The National
Children’s
Hospital has
ordered
cameras
capable of
facial
recognition
from a
Chinese firm
that is banned
in the US over
espionage
concerns
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THE HOUSE ALWAYS WINS
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Home banker: former Anglo Irish Bank chairman Seán FitzPatrick
may have been fined €25,000 and banned from practising as
a chartered accountant last week but he has grand designs for
a new 238 sq m, four-bedroom house in Greystones, Co Wicklow

DUBLIN
FitzPatrick house
in Co Wicklow

Bouncing back from bankruptcy: constructing the
modern-style home for FitzPatrick and his wife,
Caitriona, may cost up to €500,000. The house
will have an A3 BER rating

FitzPatrick pleads poverty
while planning dream home
Colin Coyle
Seán FitzPatrick, the former Anglo Irish
Bank chairman, would be put “at the pin
of his collar” by a €25,000 fine levied by
Chartered Accountants Ireland (CAI) for
violating its professional standards, his
solicitor said last week.
But FitzPatrick, 71, and his wife Caitriona have grand designs for a new fourbedroom home in Co Wicklow.
Documents filed to the county council
by Hughes Planning on behalf of the
couple highlight the “high-quality
design” of the Greystones property,
which will merge “contemporary designs
within an area defined generally by older
period houses”.
The house, to be known as Meadow
Garden, will be built on the site of a cottage that was gutted by fire in 2012. The
plot of just under two-thirds of an acre is

in an area known as the Burnaby, where
the former banker already lives.
FitzPatrick, who did not respond to
queries last week, was made bankrupt in
2010 with debts of €147m and assets of
€47m. His bankruptcy finished in 2014.
Meadow Garden, which was valued at
€550,000 in 2010 — before the fire — was
transferred from FitzPatrick’s official
bankruptcy trustee to his wife this year.
She also bought out the trustee’s share in
the family home, Camaderry on Whitshed Road, for €430,000.
On Monday FitzPatrick’s membership
of CAI was revoked and he was fined
€25,000 after a disciplinary tribunal
found he had concealed loans transferred between Anglo Irish Bank and
Irish Nationwide Building Society
between 2000 and 2007.
The CAI barrister said that his actions
amounted to “misconduct rather than

FitzPatrick
accepted what
he did ‘was
inappropriate’

mistakes” and had brought the Irish
banking system into disrepute. FitzPatrick’s solicitor said his client accepted
that what he did was “inappropriate”.
“He’s admitted it’s inappropriate and
accepted that the conduct is such to bring
discredit to himself and the accountancy
profession,” he said.
The maximum fine available to CAI’s
disciplinary tribunal was €30,000. Asked
if Fitzpatrick could afford more than the
€20,000 he had offered to pay towards
costs, his solicitor said he would find that
“extremely difficult”, noting that even
€20,000 would put him “at the pin of his
collar”. The tribunal heard that the only
asset FitzPatrick had was his pension.
The FitzPatricks’ plans are for a twostorey, four-bedroom, hipped-roof house
extending to 238 sq m. The materials
used and the quality of the build will
ensure the house receives an A3 BER

rating, the planning consultant states.
Based on the Society of Chartered Surveyors Ireland rebuilding calculator, and
taking into account the quality of the proposed finish, construction could cost
€400,000 to €500,000.
“The dwelling will be primarily
accessed from the first-floor level with
the building responding to the topography of the land to provide unique contemporary-style accommodation for its
prospective residents,” says Hughes
Planning.
The ground-floor level comprises two
double bedrooms, two en-suite double
bedrooms and a WC.
Each bedroom has access to an external terrace. At first-floor level there is an
entrance hall, cloakroom, family room,
living room, kitchen/dining room, utility
room and bathroom.
@colincoyle

Fake designer goods fund INLA
ALAMY

John Mooney
The gardai and the Police
Service of Northern Ireland
(PSNI) believe the Irish
National Liberation Army
(INLA) is earning huge sums
of money from the sale of
fake designer goods at
Christmas markets across
the country.
The racket is thought to be
generating tens of thousands
each month for the
paramilitary group, which
was responsible for 110
deaths during the Troubles,
including the murder of
Conservative Party MP Airey
Neave after it planted a bomb
under his car in the House of
Commons car park in 1979.
The trade in counterfeit
goods is among the most
lucrative forms of organised
crime. A counterfeit T-shirt
sold for €15 from a market
stall in Donegal costs as little
as 30c from a factory in China
or Thailand.
Irish customs seized more
than €2m worth of fake
designer clothes last year,
with most items coming from

Fake designer items are being sold at Christmas markets
China. The value of goods
held in the same period in
2017 was €400,000.
The security services
suspect the terrorist group
has also become involved in
the trade in contraband
cigarettes and tobacco.
Both police forces have
begun gathering information
on the racket.
“The INLA is a small
terrorist group but if it had
access to increased funding,
it might have the potential to

grow into a more substantial
threat. Its members have
shown themselves more than
willing to engage in gang
violence, that’s why their
involvement in selling
contraband is a serious
problem,” said a senior garda.
“Paramilitarism is on the
rise again. When groups like
the INLA have access to
money, it enables them to
attract more support, which
leads to more violence.
Fundraising becomes a

driving force for violence,”
added the officer.
The INLA describes itself
as a republican paramilitary
group but the security
services regard it as an
organised crime gang,
although they accept
that elements of its political
wing, the Irish Republican
Socialist Party, are opposed
to racketeering and
protection rackets.
The organisation declared
a ceasefire in 2009 but its
members have been linked to
gun violence, drug dealing
and extortion rackets in
Belfast, Derry and Dublin. It
remains a priority target for
the PSNI’s paramilitary crime
task force, which was
established to disrupt active
terrorist groups.
The intelligence services
believe the organisation is split
into two factions: one whose
members are based in Belfast
and another group whose
members are in Derry city
and Strabane, which come
together to engage in crime.
It has a small support base in
Dublin’s south inner city.

Trinity team snaps up pollution with ‘flytrap’ fix
Pavel Barter
A group of Irish scientists has
created a biological sensor
that detects and traps water
pollutants in the same way
Venus flytraps catch insects.
The team at Trinity
College Dublin has modified
porphyrin molecules, which
are found in the human body
and in nature, to resemble
the carnivorous plants. The
molecules snap shut when
they come into contact with
environmental pollutants — in
a similar manner to how the
plants trap flies.
Mathias Senge, a professor
leading the project at Trinity,
compared his creations to
the man-eating plant in 1986
movie The Little Shop of
Horrors. “We have changed
the shape of the molecule to
something that can trap
pollutants — it’s unlike

The modified molecules
can trap water pollutants
anything in nature,” he said.
Porphyrins, described as
pigments of life, are found in
chlorophyll, the green plant
pigment responsible for
harvesting the sun’s energy,
and in haemoglobin in blood,
which transports oxygen

around the body. “Without
them, there would be no life,”
explained Senge, the chair of
organic chemistry at Trinity.
The team modified these
natural pigments, removing
their metal constituents, such
as iron ions, and turning them
inside out. “We designed a
porphyrin that is reshaped,
without metal, and can capture
particular small molecules,”
said Karolis Norvaisa, a PhD
researcher at Trinity.
When pollutants interact
with these modified sensors,
they snap closed. These
so-called “chemical noses”
change colour when they
come in contact with
pollutants.
Pharmaceutical and
agrochemical pollutants,
pesticides, herbicides, dyes,
antibiotics and other drugs
have molecular quirks that
make them difficult to identify

and remove. The Trinity
scientists hope their invention
will eventually destroy as well
as detect pollutants.
The Irish research is part of
a €2.9m EU-funded project.
Teams in Italy are exploring
ways in which natural
pigments might be used for
security purposes, by
detecting chemical,
biological, radiological and
nuclear materials.
According to Senge they
can also be used in medical
treatments. “A colleague has
shown that he can use these
molecules to detect lung
cancer by analysing people’s
breath,” he said.
Senge is working with
Trinity College to patent the
invention, which he believes
will combat problems such as
a recent water contamination
at an Irish Water treatment
plant in Leixlip.
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For sale: Inbetweener insults
and an audience with Cersei
Jay from the cult comedy has made £100,000 from fans paying their heroes for personalised messages
Chris O’Dowd,
right, and Lena
Headey, far left,
make frequent
Cameo
appearances, top
row. John Challis
from Only Fools
and Horses,
bottom row,
appears on a
similar site

Grant Tucker
Entertainment Correspondent
If you are worried that celebrities may be
falling on hard times because of the
coronavirus — here is your chance to
help. You can pay them to insult you.
A website offering personalised messages from actors, musicians and sports
stars has seen a rush by locked-down
celebrities to cash in on demand for video
greetings from famous faces.
James Buckley, from the Channel 4
comedy series The Inbetweeners, has
been happily swearing and cursing at his
fans in the style of his character, Jay, for
£41.50 (€46) a clip. He has earned
£100,000 in three months from fans
eager to be called a “bus wanker” by their
foul-mouthed TV hero.
With film and television production
and most professional sport suspended
because of the virus, hundreds of celebrities have signed up with Cameo, a
website whose “talent” also includes
reality TV stars, rock guitarists, footballers and the comedian Harry Hill.
Other British performers who have
joined in since lockdown include stars as
diverse as the Bafta-winning actress
Miriam Margolyes, who has made 100
personalised videos at £83 a clip, and the
cricket commentator Henry Blofeld, who
has sent 60 messages at £58 a time.
Celebrities set their own price with guidance from Cameo, which keeps a quarter
of the income.
Buckley, 32, has made 3,500 videos in
lockdown and is not at all shy about
admitting why he does it.
“I got asked a load of times to do video
messages for people and I could never be
bothered to do it,” he said.
“Until I found out there was a way I
could do it for money.”
Celebrities with “out there” personalities tend to be the most successful, said
Abbie Sheppard of Cameo UK. She
described Margolyes as “the perfect
character” for fan videos.
The 79-year-old actress, who played
Professor Sprout in the Harry Potter
films, delighted one of her fans when it
turned out they both liked curry. “I love it
[when] you have a shit the next day and
your bum burns like billio, that’s the best
bit,” the actress declared.
The site’s other stars include Charlie
Sheen, 54, who charges almost £300 for a
short birthday message, and Dick Van
Dyke, the 94-year-old American entertainer who recently returned to the site

after taking a rest from “overwhelming
demand” for his messages — at £830 a
clip. Lena Headey, who played Cersei
Lannister in Game of Thrones, and Chris
O’Dowd, the Irish star of The IT Crowd
and State of the Union television series,
are both listed on the site.
Cameo was founded in 2017 and its
clients were collectively selling 9,000
videos a week at the start of the
lockdown. Then demand soared to

75,000 videos a week. The list of
participating celebrities has since grown
by 77% to more than 1,100, with a range
of personalised services on offer
including 10-minute video conferences
and “ask me anything” opportunities
for “superfans”.
Among sporting stars on the list is Ian
Rush, the former Liverpool footballer
and Wales international, whose popularity has been rising since his former

McGregor
MMA coach
wrestles
with state
on penalty
points
Mark Tighe

club became Premier League champions
last week. He charges £132 for a video
message.
“Typically, sports stars who do really
well are those who have a huge nostalgia
effect,” said Sheppard.
Also popular is Tony Adams, the
former England and Arsenal captain,
who made hundreds of videos offering
birthday wishes to fans at £100 a time.
“The vast majority of people don’t

have access to celebrities,” Sheppard
said. “What we’re trying to do is to bring
that fan and that talent a little bit closer.”
Providing a trip down memory lane is
John Challis, who played Boycie in
Only Fools and Horses for almost two decades. He charges £35 for fan videos on
CelebVM, a different site offering similar
services.
Challis, 79, has also seen a sharp
increase in lockdown demand and now
makes 70 videos a week in character as
Boycie. His wife Carol writes the scripts
and he sets aside two hours each afternoon to film their “collective efforts”.
He acknowledged that the income was
helpful at a difficult time for actors — the
pantomime in Southsea in which he was
due to star at Christmas was cancelled
last week. “It’s very useful,” he added.
“I’m a silly old pensioner. I see this as my
second pension.”
Angus Lancaster, who set up CelebVM
in 2012, has hundreds more stars on his
books and has seen a fourfold increase in
demand in the past three months. He
insisted that many of his millionaire stars
were not in it for the money — they just
like to make their fans “feel good”.
He added: “They do it with a lot of
passion and definitely don’t need the
money. They do it because it’s fun.”
@GrantTucker

Sergey Pikulskiy, Conor
McGregor’s wrestling coach,
has taken a constitutional
challenge against Ireland’s
penalty-points system after
he received a six-month
driving ban for having more
than 12 points on his licence.
Pikulskiy, a Moldovan who
runs a mixed martial arts
(MMA) gym in Naas, Co
Kildare, has been granted
leave to take a judicial review
after filing a High Court
action last month.
He is represented by Naas
solicitor Tim Kennelly, who
said Pikulskiy’s case is that
the current system is
“draconian” as it punishes
those who want to appeal
against the imposition of
penalty points. He wants the
section of the 2010 Road
Traffic Act that deals with
penalty points to be declared
“repugnant to the
constitution” in relation to
the guarantee to trial and the
right to fair procedures.
The case has been taken
against Ireland, the
attorney-general, the Road
Safety Authority and the
transport minister.
In his court filings,
Pikulskiy says he was banned
from driving for six months
on April 14.
A garda who had been

Pikulskiy: fined by gardai

All I want is you to
build homes, Bono
tells government
Colin Coyle
Bono, a long-term campaigner
on international development
issues, is now trying to solve
the Irish housing crisis. It has
emerged that the musician
and three leading property
developers held an online
meeting with Paschal Donohoe
in April, in which they urged
the finance minister to set up
a national housing task force
led by a “visionary chair who
will have the gravitas to pull
everyone together”.
They proposed that the
task force be modelled on
the National Public Health
Emergency Team, which is
tackling Covid-19, and made
up of “the three components
of politics, expertise and
administration”.
The attendees at the online
meeting on April 24 were
Donohoe, Bono, developers
Seán Mulryan, Paddy McKillen
and Michael O’Flynn, and Des
Carville, a senior civil servant
in the Department of Finance.
According to records of
the meeting, released under
freedom of information
legislation, the U2 frontman
made “introductory remarks”
about the group’s proposals.
It is understood his role was to
act as a “facilitator” between
Donohoe and the developers,
whom he knows because of
a “passionate” interest in
making housing affordable.
After Bono’s introduction,
the developers outlined their
ideas for increasing housing
supply. Donohoe asked Bono
and the developers to put
their thoughts into writing so
they could be considered
further. Mulryan, founder and
chairman of the Ballymore
Group, later wrote to Donohoe
thanking him for listening to
the group’s proposals. He
said Covid-19 had caused an
“extraordinary shock to the
housing market” and warned
of “a significant impact on the
sustainability of residential
demand”. “Until we know

At the meeting with Paschal Donohoe, left, Bono and three
property developers suggested a ‘visionary chair’
where capital values will level
out, bank finance will not be
forthcoming,” said Mulryan.
“Development is not
sustainable without some
certainty on demand.”
He suggested that the state
act as a “buyer of last resort”
to “protect and underwrite
demand for apartments”. He
said state-aid concerns that
would have prevented this in
the past are redundant, as the
EU has “endorsed state
support for housing in
extraordinary times”.
He also said the state should
intervene in the mortgage
market to stop Irish borrowers
paying the highest interest
rates in Europe, even though
the government has “some of
the lowest borrowing costs of
any nation in the world”. He
said this could be done by a
government-sponsored
mortgage bond market for
loans, variations of which
work in the US and Denmark.
Mulryan suggested an
independent review of
development costs in Ireland
to establish why many highdensity projects are “not
viable”. He also proposed
introducing a sharedownership scheme and
expanding help-to-buy into
an equity-loan scheme, similar
to one operating in the UK.
O’Flynn, a Cork-based
developer, told Donohoe that

the response to Covid-19
proved the “public service is
not broken” and that the
same collaboration between
“politics, expertise and
administration” could solve
the housing crisis.
He said housing output
should reach 140,000 units
over the next five years, of
which 50,000 “must be social
housing”. The homebuilding
sector recognised the
“importance of the ‘big state’
and the requirement to veer
away from individualism”.
The developer wrote that
a taskforce and minister of
“intellect, authenticity and
principle” were needed
because the Covid-19 crisis
would transform housing
need, with more “remote
working, more regional
living, the diaspora returning
as their yearning to live here
has strengthened with the
crisis, and claustrophobia
from city apartment living”.
O’Flynn called for more
regional balance, an increase
in funding to local authorities
and housing agencies to allow
them to build, a reduction in
carbon emissions by targeting
derelict and underused sites,
extending the help-to-buy
scheme to 2025, and
considering the introduction
of shared ownership and
equity loan schemes.
@colincoyle

driving behind him on
February 24 on the Long Mile
Road, Dublin, stopped him
for speeding outside the
Woodie’s DIY store.
According to the filing, the
garda “without any visual
evidence” informed the
coach that he had exceeded
the 60kph limit.
He subsequently received a
fixed-charge notice requiring
him to pay a fine of €80
within 28 days, or €120 in the
28 days after that.
The notice said if Pikulskiy
did not pay the fine in either
of those periods he would be
charged with the speeding
offence in court and he could
receive five penalty points on
his driving licence.
Pikulskiy says the notice
did not say there was a
mechanism for requesting
the cancellation of the
fixed-charge notice under
garda procedures, an
“ambiguous” discretionary
system he learnt about later.
“An unknown right to seek
cancellation of the fixed
charge notice effectively is
not a right,” according to his
filing.
While the wrestling coach
paid the €80 fine, he said he
would have contested it in
court but was worried about
the increased penalties and
the possibility of a conviction.
The six-month driving ban
Pikulskiy received for having
more than 12 penalty points is
said to interfere with his
ability to earn a livelihood. He
complains the process is
prejudicial as the cancellation
policy does not provide for a
challenge when the direct
evidence of the garda is being
disputed.
According to his filing,
Pikulskiy had been penalised
for an offence but was not
given the right to appeal
without risking a conviction
or increased monetary and
penalty point sanctions. The
case is up for mention on July
28.
Pikulskiy has been credited
by McGregor’s team for
improving the Irish MMA
fighter’s wrestling
technique. John Kavanagh,
McGregor’s coach,
previously said Pikulskiy
comes from generations of
wrestling in Moldova. “He’s
got a slick Russian style of
wrestling, it’s not just power
doubles.”

